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Soundpeats Wings2 headphones (black)
Looking  for  the  perfect  headphones  for  any  physical  activity?  The  Soundpeats  Wings2  headphones  will  be  an  excellent  choice!  They
feature  powerful  bass,  13mm  driver  and  low  latency.  These  features  guarantee  an  unforgettable  sound  experience,  whether  you're
listening to your favorite music, playing games or watching movies. What's more, the wireless connection via Bluetooth 5.3 will be fast,
stable and reliable. In addition, this gadget can work for up to 30 hours, so you can take it with you on any trip. 
 
Excellent sound quality
The Soundpeats Wings2 headphones are equipped with a 13mm dynamic driver, which ensures that your music sounds fuller and more
immersive. What's more, it also guarantees powerful and deep bass. With Soundpeats, you'll experience your beloved songs in a whole
new way!
 
Ergonomic design
The Wings2 are specially designed to provide total comfort. Equipped with ergonomic ear hooks, they fit perfectly on the ears and stay in
place even during multiple exercises. What's more, they show sweat resistance, so you don't have to take them off even during a very
intense workout. 
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Ideal for game fans
Do you like to play games? Wings2 headphones are also for you! With a low latency of 70 ms, they provide perfect synchronization of
sound and video. From today no opponent will surprise you anymore! 
 
Wireless connection
Soundpeats  headphones  use  Bluetooth  5.3  technology.  This  makes  them  guarantee  a  stronger  signal  and  a  more  stable  and  faster
transmission. You no longer have to worry about interference or song breaks! With Wings2 you will completely lose yourself in the music!

 
Long runtime
Wings2 headphones will give you an uninterrupted audio experience. On a single charge, the headphones can run for as long as 8 hours!
You can easily extend this time to 30 hours with the help of the charging case included in the set. Don't worry, however, if  its energy
runs out, as you can easily recharge them with a USB-C cable.
 
Comfort of use
Soundpeats are not only a very practical device, they are also very comfortable to use. They stand out for their quick and easy pairing
Forget  about  the  long  and  unpleasant  installation!  What's  more,  you  can  customize  their  operation  to  your  preferences  from  the
dedicated app. 
 
Included 
Wings2 headphones
charging cable 
charging case
	Manufacturer 
	Soundpeats 
	Model 
	Wings2
	Color 
	Black 
	Bluetooth version 
	5.3
	Operating time 
	8 h (without charging case) 30 h (with charging case)
	Latency 
	70 ms
	Charging type 
	USB-C

Preço:

€ 39.00
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